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techUK’s objectives

After much fanfare, 5G
is here
• All 4 UK MNOs launched in
2019.
• EE has largest UK-wide
5G presence:
Ø 45 cities & large towns.
• But in short-medium term
extending much beyond this
“thin & crispy” coverage will
require millions of subscribers
to trade up to 5G – and pay
more.

How many might get
(public) 5G?
•

10% of sites generate 50% of revenues; 20%
generate 80%.

•

How quickly might public 5G reach outside Cities?
Ø UK masts often quite short by international
standards
Ø yet every 10m of additional height doubles the
range (Government addressing this).

• Yet UK a highly competitive market
Ø Mobile operators earn Tesco-level returns in UK
Ø UK bids for capex against overseas operations.
• Increasing sharing of assets essential.
• Potentially the UK will evolve to:
Ø Islands of public + private 5G provision
Ø In a sea of public 4G connectivity.

No rural 5G?
• Rural coverage is tricky for any G:
Ø Low population density
Ø Topographical challenges
Ø Low willingness to pay
Ø Where’s the nearest fibre & power?
• 5G doesn’t alter propagation – use similar
spectrum to 4G, get similar coverage.
• Government intervention helps:
Ø “Outside in”
Ø Shared Rural Network.
•

Ofcom’s radical spectrum sharing proposals also.

5G coverage boosted
by supportive political
environment
• Government with working majority.
• Loves infrastructure & technology.
• Not averse to public intervention Ø Increasing public investment in
gigabit-capable connectivity.
Ø Especially with a regional angle
(where purely commercial
deployments likely to be thinnest).
• Parliamentary timetable freed up for nonBrexit issues.
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Sharing infrastructure reduces
cost & time to deploy
• Long-standing sharing by MNOs of passive assets Ø MBNL & CTIL
Ø Vibrant independent infrastructure sector.

• Increasingly a presumption of access Ø PIA (Openreach duct & pole)
Ø Electronic Communications Code
Ø New Bill forcing fibre into MDUs
Ø London Underground Assets Register pilot
(Cabinet Office funded). With civils 80% of fibre
deployment cost, ideally cut cost and time by
avoiding having to lay new fibre.

Ø When will telcos get right of access to taxpayerfunded networks such as Network Rail Telecom,
Highways England, JANET?
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5G doesn’t (yet) look like
what we were promised
•

A few years ago, 5G was all about:
Ø mmWave (high frequencies offering vast
bandwidth)
Ø Small cells
Ø Street furniture

•

And 5G would support:
Ø Untethered VR/mobile AR
Ø Remote robotic surgery
Ø Autonomous vehicles.

•

It’s currently about none of the above.
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But 5G would always
starts as evolution
• 5G base station equipment is currently
being grafted onto 4G networks - “NonStandalone” mode (voice calls are made
over 4G).
• So in the medium term, UK 5G is mostly:
Ø Outdoor macro cells (yet 80% of data
demand is indoors, harder to reach
with 5G)
Ø Connectivity provided by public
networks
Ø Cellular, not Fixed Wireless Access
Ø Offering subscribers faster downloads
(& uploads if needed) to mobile devices

For now, 5G is just
4G on steroids
• For subscribers to the public networks, 5G
is currently all about speed – even if they
don't know what to do with it.
• And that speed is flattered by there being
currently few other 5G handsets in your cell
sharing the bandwidth.
• Yet 4G was such a leap over 3G, it’s fast
enough for most
Ø what most subs want is greater 4G
coverage, not more speed.
• Yes, a 5G handset future-proofs, but will
the whizzy stuff have arrived before you
trade up the handset again?
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If it’s all about speed for now:
How fast?
• 5G offers speed 100x faster than 4G (where 4G is >20x faster than 3G).
• 5G speed trials report speeds of up to 70 Gbps. But although 5G is more efficient than
4G, real world downlink speed depends on:
Ø How much spectrum you’re being served with (& TDD uplink/downlink ratios)
Ø How far away from the base station are you & are you moving?
Ø How many other 5G devices are you sharing your cell with?
• 4G is already fast enough for almost every consumer application (where they can get
it).
• 5G offers more spectrum, although not yet as much as speed trials have used.
• 5G could be the first G to offer consumers more speed than their Wi-Fi (actual real-life
average Wi-Fi speeds currently max out at 70-100 Mbps) – so why wait until you get
home?)

The revolution comes
later…

That 5G revolution then requires...
•

Deploying updates to 5G standard:
Ø Release 16 (finalised mid-late 2020)
Ø Release 17 (finalised late 2021)
will offer enhancements to -

•

o

Positioning accuracy

o

MIMO (Multiple Input/Multiple Output)

o

Enterprise IOT

o

Power consumption.

Standalone mode of 5G “New Radio” offers enterprise ultra-low latency & advanced network-slicing
functions. May need new fibre architecture (not Openreach hub & spoke).

•

mmWave spectrum (maybe ….).

•

Access to street furniture (maybe).

•

Mobile Edge Computing (MEC).

